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archaeological site or rebuilding
we do not want to rebuild the villa wolf designed by mies van 
der rohe. in our mind rebuilding the house would be denying the 
history of the location and of the villa itself. this thought is 
seconded by the venice charter.  rebuilding would be an attempt 
to erase the second world war and the events of the aftermath 
for that site. in case the historical value of the building is 
greater than the undesired erasing of history reconstruction 
would be possible, however this is not the case with the villa 
wolf. also the significance of the villa can be shown without 
having to rebuild the complete villa. with our project we show 
the significance of the villa on the exact location of the 
destroyed villa and with a new structure build directly next to it. 

significance of the villa wolf and the reflection in the project
the architect 
information on the architect mies van der rohe will be given 
within the critical reconstructed old villa. information on his 
career and work will play a central role. references will be made 
to other villas designed by him. information will be given in the 
form of text and images. element from the oeuvre of the 
architect play a role in the design of the new structure. the full 
glass facade, which can be fully opened on both floors remind 
on the glass facade of villa tugendhat and for example the 
s.r. crown hall. another element in the new structure that 
reminds of the architect is the technical construction of the new 
structure. this is based on the construction of the upper part of 
the neue nationalgalerie in  berlin. this allows for the walls to be 
completely made out of glass and not use the underlying 
excavated walls too much. it also creates one big open space 
on both floors without having to create any supporting walls 
creating compartments. the stainless steel columns will be 
shown just as in the villa tugendhat.
the free-flowing spaces
the free-flowing spaces in the villa are crucial for the design of 
the villa wolf. this part of the design will be directly shown with 
the critical reconstruction of the floorplan of the first floor. 
within these spaces information will be given in the form of text 
and images on this specific design element. the critical 
reconstruction will be based on an archaeological excavation. 
where possible old remains will be shown. 
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the flat roofs
information on this significant part of the design will be given 
within the critical reconstructed villa. information will be given 
in the form of text and images. the new structure will also have 
a flat roof.
interaction of house and hill
the interaction of the disappeared house and the adjacent hill 
are an integral part of the design by van der rohe. therefor our 
new structure will include a part of the hill and connect it with 
the old villa via the new structure.
the history of the immediate area
the area on the hill in former times was used as a recreational 
area. there used to be restaurants next to the villa. we want 
to incorporate this disappeared function of the hill in our new 
structure. also the lost regional tradition of growing fruit trees 
will be revived in the public park and around the new structure. 
the art collection of mr. wolf
the owner of the villa, mr. wolf, was a passionate art collector. 
we will use this as an inspiration for the function of the newly 
created outside area where the villa used to be. 

the functions
critical reconstruction
since mr. wolf was an art collector we want to use the critical 
reconstructed first floor of the former villa wolf as an exhibition 
space for german and polish sculpture artists. the construction 
will not have a roof, so all works must be weather resistant. by 
choosing polish and german artists we try to build a connection 
between the two countries, coming together in guben/gubin. 
new structure
the new structure will house a restaurant on the level of the 
terraces leading down and a café on the same level as the 
critical reconstruction. with these functions we try to activate 
the function of the hill as a food recreational area. 
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4 According to Leo Schmidt, as told during the excursion to Guben on April 17th 2015.
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